It is argued with the help of an illustrative model, that the interspecies hierarchy among the fermion masses and the quark mixing angles can be accommodated naturally in the standard model with (approximate) flavor democracy provided there are four families of sequential quark-leptons with all members of the fourth family having roughly equal masses. The special problem of light neutrino masses (if any) and possible solutions are also discussed.
The elements of the n x n mas matrix M f of the fermions of the type f ( up, down, charged lepton or neutrino ) in an n-generation model with approximate flavour democracy can be written as
where M 0 is the fully democratic matrix with all elements equal to unity, Y f can be interpretated within the framework of the MSM as the common Yukawa coupling of the fermions of this type (in units of the vacuuam expectation value of the Higgs boson). The parameter λ is introduced purely for book keeping purposes and we take it to be 0.1. The matrix M ′ with elements O(1) parametrises small departures from perfect democracy. In the limit when M ′ vanishes this mass matrix can be motivated by imposing a permutation symmetry [4] or by an underlying BCS like dynamics [6] . Any theoretical idea which pinpionts the origin of flavour democracy and the mechanisms for small departures from it will, of course, be an important step forward. In this phenomenological work focussed mainly on the naturalness of the hierarchies in the fermion masses and mixing angles within the frame work of the MSM, we shall not speculate about the above points. It is well-known that n -1 eigenvalues of M 0 are equal to zero while one is equal to n. This illustrates that a large hierarchy among the masses of a given species f does not necessarily require a corresponding hierarchy among the elements of the mass matrix. The problem of a three family model is apparent once the inter-species mass hierarchy is taken into account. This model predicts :
where m ν stands for the mass of the heaviest neutrino. Using the known values of m b and m τ and the bounds m t ≥ 91 GeV [7] and m τ ≤ .035 GeV [8] , one
ratio is barely consistent with the philosophy of naturalness the second one is certainly not so. The third one, implying the largest hierarchy, is a reflection of the well-known neutrino mass problem . In contrast if nature indeed prefers to have four families of quark-leptons with m T ≃ m B ≃ m E ≃ m N (the subscripts refer to fermions belonging to the fourth family ), she may do it without hurting anybody's cravings for naturalness.
The non-zero masses of the lighter fermions within a given type f are generated by M ′ and at the first sight it seems that there are too many paramers to fit the observed fermion spectrum and the quark mixing angles. This ,however, is not the case. The requirement that the departure from the democratic structure is small i.e., the elements of M ′ are O(1) makes this model quite restrictive. In the following we shall illustrate with an extremely simple model that the known phenomenology of the quarks and leptons can be understood without destroying approximate democracy or without resorting to fine tuning. Since the mass hierarchy in the charged lepton sector is not too different from the down quark sector a similar model can be applied there. As long as there is no positive evidence for non-zero masses for the lighter neutrinos a fully democratic mass matrix, rather than the omission of the right-handed neutrinos by hand, seems to be more natural for this sector. However, in order to accommodate a small non-zero mass of any one of them consistent with the present upperbounds [8] , where α , β = 1,2,3 label the degenerate eigenvectors of M 0 while 4 refers to the eigenvector corresponding to the heavy state, as the phenomenological parameters for the subsequent analysis.It should ,however be emphasised that the above ambiguity is an artifact of using perturbation theory and no physical observable is affected by it. For simplicity we also take M ′ to be real symmetric. It is well-known that CP violation in a four generation model with three observable phases is less restrictive than in a three generation model with a single observable phase [9] . It is, therefore, not unreasonable to assume that the introdution of three small phases will adequately describe CP violation without drastically altering the pattern of quark masses and mixing angles obtained here.
The fact that m u , m c << m t gives a strong hint regarding the input values of these matrix elements. It is natural to assume that u and c remain massless and degenerate upto first order in perturbation theory while the t quark picks up a mass.There are two attractive ways of achieving this without adjusting the detailed numerology of the matrix elements : i) Assume that all
) are zero in the subspace of the degenerate eigevectors or ii) (M ′ ) αβ also has a democratic structure in this subspace. The second alternative can be reduced to case i) by diagonalising the perturbation matrix and can be analysed similarly. Using assumption i) we have ten remaining free parameters ,3 ; q=u or d) which are to be determined phenomenologically.
Applying the standard tools of degenerate perturbation theory it is now straight forward to see that one quark remains massless to all orders in perturbation theory,which can be identified with the lightest quark of a given type (up or down). The 2 x 2 block of the CKM matrix involving the first two families are generated in the zeroth order. All other elements are O(λ) and are smaller.
The relevant formulae for the remaining masses are :
where q = u or d and the superscripts 2,3,4 respectively denotes c, t, T (s, b, B ) quarks in the up ( down ) sector. The elements of the CKM matrix , whose measured values are used to fix the remaining free parameters of the model,are given by(upto O(λ) )
where
) and η ub , η cb = ±1 refer to the signs of V ub and V cb . (M ′ u ) 14 and (M ′ d ) 24 also involves sign ambiguities. We choose them to be positive. It is to be noted that eq.(6) holds to all orders in perturbation theory while the remaining three receives higher order corrections. We have computed upto second order corrections to the above formulae. The expressions are rather cumbersome and will be presented in a longer paper [10] .The numerical values of these corrections are however given below to demonstrate that perturbation theory makes sense.Finally we have rechecked everything by using numerical diagonalisation without appealing to perturbation theory (see below). In the absence of any experimental guidelines 
where the numbers in the parentheses give the second order corrections.
While the detailed numerology of the predictions of this matrix is somewhat dependent on the values of the input parameters, a key prediction independent of such details is that the 2 x 2 block involving the first two families should be almost identical. The present experimental values |V cd | = 0.204 ± 0.017 and |V cs | = 1.00 ± 0.20 [8] leave ample room for deviations from this prediction. The discovery of the fermions belonging to the fourth family by direct searches in conjuction with accurate measurements of V cd and V cs at a tau-charm factory may provide an an interesting test of this model. . As has already been mentioned the physical observales are of course independent of this choice. As example we present below two such matrices . One can readily diagonalise them numerically to verify that they indeed reproduce all the known phenomenology of the quarks and a close agreement with the CKM matrix given above. 
As expected the departure from democracy is rather small in the down sector. In the up sector the departure from democracy outside the 3 x 3 block is quite significant. Whether this is an artifact of our input parameters has to be checked by a detailed numerical computation [10] . We also note that the above precise values of the elements of the mass matrices are not required to get the hierarchy in the masses qualitatively. These are required to reproduce the rather precisely determined V ud and V us .
As has already been mentioned , nonvanishing neutrino masses of a few 
A tau neutrino with mass ≃ 0.035 GeV would then imply (assuming approximate equality of all matrix elements ) (M ′ ν ) i4 ≃ 0.2, which does nor seem to be unnatural.
It is well-known that if all the neutrino masses turn out to be non-zero and very small, they can be accommodated in the three family model only at the expense of introducting large hierarchies in the inter-species Yukawa couplings.
In a four family scenario no such lagre hierarchy needs to be introduced but fine-tuning of the values of these couplings seems to be necessary which makes one feel rather uneasy. Perhaps new physics with an inbuilt see-saw mechanism ,though allowed by the present experimental data , may lead to unacceptably large flavour changing neutral currents [15] unless special mechanisms are introduced to suppress them. On the other hand in two scale models [14] the above effective interactions may be generated by the exchanges of a composite scalar particle of mass in the TeV region characteristic of the lower scale. In such models flavour changing neutral currents are also naturally suppressed.
In summary, the excitement that the neutrino counting experiments have also determined the number of sequential quark lepton families seems to be rather premature. In this note we have illustrated with the help of an extremely simple model that the hierarchy among the fermion masses at least in the quark and charged lepton sectors can be understood naturally in models with (approximate) flavour democracy provided there are four sequential families of quark-leptons with all members of the fourth family having roughly equal masses. This is not possible in a three family model. In the neutrino sector exact flavour democracy predicts three mass less neutrinos without requiring the absence of right-handed neutrinos. Departures from flavour democracy can naturally explain one massive neutrino belonging to the lighter families provided its mass is in the MeV region. If confronted with non-vanishing but extremely small neutrino masses for the first three families the model may still accommodate them without introducing any large ratios , although some fine tuning in the values of the Yukawa couplings may be needed. The possibility of understanding very light sequential Dirac neutrinos in the democratic scenario with composite quark-leptons has been qualitatively discussed.
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